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Continuous Grow of
Megacities in the Future

Why Future Mobility?

—2030
—
- 2040: Population in Megacities
(>10 million inhabitants) will grow
—2050:
—
82% of Europe’s population will
live and work in urban areas
—Urban
—
transportation systems in most
cities actually are far from ideal

Demanding Traffic Situation
1975

—Congested
—
roads & traffic jams
—Poor
—
air quality & high CO2 emissions
from transport
—High
—
noise pollution

2015

Challenges
—of
— transportation systems
—Smarter
—
infrastructure required
—Reduction
—
of oil dependence, air and
noise pollution

Possible Solutions
—New
—
innovative urban mobility concepts
—Autonomous
—
flying, Autonomous driving
—Personal
—
Aerial Vehicles (PAV),
Autonomous Aerial Vehicles (AAV).

2000
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> 5 million Inhabitants

> 20 million Inhabitants

> 10 million Inhabitants

> 30 million Inhabitants

October 14 – 16, 2019 at MTC Munich, Germany

Source: United Nations Economic
and Social Affairs
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Grazia Vittadini
Chief Technology Officer
Airbus
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“There´s never been a better and more
exciting time to be in aerospace!
Autonomous flight is no longer a sci-fi pipe
dream, it is becoming reality. Combine a
helicopter with connectivity, autonomy and
electric propulsion, and you get a clean,
quiet, autonomous aircraft that can be
ordered by smartphone to start and land
everywhere – in short, you get an
Autonomous Air Taxi. Airtec19 brings
together global Aerospace and Automotive
players – only together we can shape the
future of mobility.”
October 14 – 16, 2019 at MTC Munich, Germany
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Airtec 2019 is the
perfect synergetic
interaction between
a scale setting
exhibition and a
forward thinking
conference.
Be part of a three-day premium event
with exklusive exhibition, high standard
B2B meetings, inspiring conference
and practice-oriented workshops.
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Motivational
Keynote

days

2,000
companies

93
topics

Dirk Hoke, CEO at Airbus Defence and
Space will be the motivational keynote
speaker of Airtec19. He will give his
inspirational speech during the opening
session on Monday morning, 14 October
2019.
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3-day
international
exhibition

More than 200 companies
demonstrating their future mobility,
aerospace and automotive products
and services. Technical experts and
lateral thinkers who are involved in
challenging questions of innovative
mobility as well as purchasers and
supply chain managers interested in
getting into fruitful supplier contacts
will benefit from the exhibition.
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“As chairman of the Airtec19 exhibitor
advisory board, I am particularly pleased
that after a successful start under the
new motto ‘Aerospace meets Automotive
- Innovations in Mobility’ last year, even
more highly innovative companies have
now taken the decision to actively
participate in Airtec19 to support the
advisory board and to exhibit at the
event.”
Dr. Olaf Günnewig
Transportation (TRP), Business Development Manager Aerospace
SGS INSTITUT FRESENIUS GmbH

Exhibition B2B Meetings Conference Workshops

3-day
international
conference

Exclusively selected speakers from
future mobility, aerospace and
automotive industry, strategically
focusing on the actual challenges of
innovative mobility and depicting the
opportunities for market entrance
relating to concepts, products and
technologies. The participants can
get into direct contact with relevant
decision makers who are interested
in fathom the strategic orientation of
their companies based on the
conference topics.
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“Driven by the trend of digitalization and
electrification, the UAM vision depends on
seamless integration of various new
technologies such as powerful onboard
sensors, high data inflight connectivity, reliable
communication links and precise flight
navigation. As an expert in aerospace and
automotive test solutions, we are leading the
way with innovations for testing and validating
these systems. R&S fully supports Airtec19’s
vision of bringing together the best of both
worlds and create a unique place for industry
exchange and collaboration.”
Tobias Willuhn
GF-M3B, Head of Program Management Aerospace/Defense/Space, ADT
Rohde & Schwarz International GmbH

October 14 – 16, 2019 at MTC Munich, Germany
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Setting the trends in future
oriented technologies: The
conference puts together
technical specialists discussing
on core competences and
hot topics.
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Topics of Airtec19

Exhibition and
Conference

Visions, Concepts &
Solutions
—e-Aircraft
—
& e-Vehicles
—Personal
—
Air Vehicles
—Urban
—
Mobility
—Unmanned
—
Aerial Systems/UAS
—Small
—
Satelites/CubeSat
—Electrification
—
—Personal
—
Air Vehicles / Urban
Mobility

Legal Framework &
Certification
Design & Structures
—CAD/CAM,
—
CAE & DMU
—FEM
—
& Simulation
—Engineering
—
Services
—Qualification
—
& Testing
—Requirements
—
Engineering
—Fuselage
—
components
—Wings,
—
flaps & ailerons
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Materials & Manufacturing
—Bionic
—
design
—Lightweight
—
construction
—Additive
—
manufacturing
—Prototyping
—
—Lightweight
—
metals/superalloys
—Hybrid
—
materials
—Carbon
—
fiber reinforced plastics
—Advanced
—
Machining

Components & Systems
—Electronics/EEE
—
Components
—Avionics
—
& Sensors
—COTS
—
Components
—Power
—
Generation & Conversion
—Printed
—
Circuit Boards
—Connectors
—
& Cable Harnesses
—Landing
—
gear & Hydraulics
—Engine
—
& Auxiliary
—Fasteners,
—
screws & fittings

Infrastructure & Operations
—Vehicle-2-x
—
communication
—Air
— traffic control ATC
—IT
— Security & Encryption
—Functional
—
Safety
—Digitalisation
—
& Big Data
—Industrie
—
4.0

Exhibition B2B Meetings Conference Workshops

Airtec19 offers lead purchasers
and buyers of primes, OEMs
and TIER1s the possibility to get
into direct contact with
innovative suppliers at the
international exhibition
demonstrating their products,
services and concepts.
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B2B Meetings

Preorganised
Networking at
highest standard
Benefit directly from exclusive B2B VIP
contacts to strategic purchasers and buyers of OEMs and primes as well as selected top managers in R&D, global sourcing and supply chain and present your
products, services or concepts. Moderated and guided by a powerful B2B-Portal
with which you can get in direct contact
with all Airtec19 participants and network
with each other. Over the B2B portal all
exhibitors can initiate BusinessTalks with
purchasers/buyers and TechTalks to
communicate with technological orientated target groups like e.g. engineers and
developers.
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How do the B2B
Meetings work?
The B2B meetings will be preorganised
via a B2B-matchmaking platform during a
period of six weeks before the event.

“The rapid development
of unmanned transport
systems represents a
technological quantum
leap and leads to the
development of new
businessfields in all
industries. In this context
the Airtec19 Summit is
the unique platform.”
Maik Kaminski
Business Development Manager
APSYS — An Airbus Company

As an exhibitor you register in the platform
with your company data and your contact
persons and you describe the specialties
of your products and technology. Also
buyers and technology experts from
OEMs, primes, engine manufacturers, system suppliers, airlines, register in this platform with their profiles. During these six
week period, you place meeting requests
and settle your meetings. You create your
own meeting calendar and know exactly
before the event whom you will meet.
A meeting is settled for 30 minutes. Your
meeting partner comes to your stand.

October 14 – 16, 2019 at MTC Munich, Germany
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Future Mobility
Workshops
On top of the keynotes and sessions there will
be communicative practice-oriented workshops
during the conference.

Developers meet
developers
Airtec19 is directed at an international
audience, technical directors, senior
managers, project heads, R&D managers,
R&T managers, engineers, purchasers from
aerospace and automotive industries to
discuss practical questions.
Technical experts and lateral thinkers who
are involved in challenging questions of
innovative mobility will benefit from the
intersectoral cross selling potential of
Airtec19.
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Topics of Airtec19

Workshops

Electronic Systems

Infrastructure & Operations

Supply Chain Summit

—Autonomous
—
operations
—Proven
—
functioning
—Safety
—
& security
—Challenges
—
(safety vs. cost
effectiveness)
—Price
—
advantages/numbers
—ISO
—
26262 vs. DO-178
—Transfer
—
of industrial processes automotive to aerospace

—Basic
—
infrastructure
—Communication
—
—Surveillance
—
—Ground
—
infrastructure
—ATC
—
—Space
—
infrastructure
—Various
—
traffic sectors
—Automated
—
mobility
—Common
—
sense for communication
—Integrity
—

—Strategic
—
buyers discuss with exhibitors

Light-weight Structures
—FEM
—
—Simulation
—
- Bionik
—Lightweight
—
percentage in cars and
aircraft
—Cost-benefit
—
—Metals
—
vs polymers
—Types
—
of production processes
(additive and subtractive method)
—Quality
—
assurance in lightweight
construction
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Electronics Robust
Validation – Beyond
Standards?

Additive Manufacturing
—From
—
prototyping to automated
serial production
—Quality
—
assurance and standards in
additive manufacturing

Electric Powertrain Options

—Innovative
—
qualification strategies for
robustness enhancement (aerospace/
automotive)
—Loading
—
conditions
—Reliability
—
and robustness of electronic
devices
—Reliability
—
physics
—Error
—
costs vs. error avoidance costs
—New
—
aspects in environmental simulation
—High
—
accelerated life test
—New
—
aspects in EMC signal integrity
analysis

—Strategies
—
—Batteries
—
—Fuel
—
cells
—DC-DC
—
converter
—Performance
—
—Power
—
integrity
—Signal
—
integrity
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Exhibition Board

Prof. Christian Arbinger
DLR GfR mbH

Ralf Banitzki
Latecoere
Interconnection Systems

Helmut Brandl
Landesinnungsverband
der Modellbauer Bayerns

Philipp Burckhardt
ProCon SSD UG

Arturo Garcia-Alonso
Munich Airport
International GmbH

Jakob Gärtner
Railergy

Dirk Gebser
VP Production
Lilium

Bertram Gorlo
Airbus Defence and
Space GmbH

Dr. Olaf Günnewig
SGS INSTITUT
FRESENIUS GmbH

Michael Hetzenecker
Piterion
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Exhibition Board

Ulrich Hoffmann
Lufthansa Technik

Prof. Florian Holzapfel
TUMWFSD Chair of Flight
Systems Dynamics

Maik Kaminski
APSYS — An Airbus
Company

Andreas Kreiner
AES Aerospace
Embedded Solutions

Kyle Martin
GAMA General Aviation
Manufacturers
Association

Josef Mitterhuber
Silver Atena Electronic
Systems Engineering

Daniel Niederberger
New Mobility Business

Georg Pieper
AES Aerospace
Embedded Solutions

Sonja Rasch
Materialise GmbH

Hans-Joachim Schott
Schott Systeme
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Exhibition Board

Dr. Frank Seyfried
Volkswagen

Manfred Spaltenberger
Deutsches Institut fuer
Erfindungswesen e.V.
TT-SIUS

Marcus Streit
Boysen GmbH & Co. KG

Marcus Willand
MHP

Tobias Willuhn
Rohde & Schwarz

Bernd Zapf
Altran Deutschland
S.A.S. & Co. KG
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Prof. Dr. Harry Wagner
THI Business School

Erwin Weger
Bosch General Aviation
Technologie GmbH

Exhibition B2B Meetings Conference Workshops

Munich. Bavaria. One of the
world’s leading technology
hubs for aerospace, urban air
mobility and automotive.
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Main Exhibitor

Order Form

Alphabetical listing in the catalogue, under the letter

Company Name

Address

Surface Rental for a row stand

City and Postal Code

(Price per sqm)

€ 429

12 sqm

€ 409

13 – 20 sqm

€ 399

21 – 30 sqm

€ 389

> 30 sqm

—Corner
—
stands, end of row stands and block
stands will be surcharged with 7 % per corner
on the sqm–price
——plus a promotion fee of € 698
—plus
—
VAT (unless exempt*)
—including
—
waste removal
——including participation in the B2B meetings
——including admission to attend the conference

Country

Phone

Fax

*Foreign (non-German) companies are exempt from
paying VAT 1. if they are located within the EU and
provide a valid VAT ID in the document above OR 2. if
they are located outside the EU and supply proof of
their entrepreneurial status by providing an excerpt
from the trade register or a similar document.
We agree to make payments for our stand space as
follows: 50 % of the stand space rental must be paid
with this legally-binding application. The second
payment of 50 % of the rental space fee must be paid
no later than 8 weeks before the opening date of the
exhibition. All further charges must also be paid in full
in the fi nal instalment. For stand space up to € 8,000
and ready-installed systems, 100 % of the rental
fee including promotion fee must be paid with this
legally-binding application. Should such payments be
delayed, the organiser reserves the right to place a
third-party on the stand space. All prices are quoted
plus VAT. The law of the Federal Republic of Germany
applies. The place of fulfi lment and court of
jurisdiction is Frankfurt am Main / Germany. Our
general exhibition terms and conditions apply.

Email

Stand Space – Bare Stand

Authorized Person

Signature

Homepage

Date

(Minimum size 12 sqm)

Size of stand

x

VAT ID

=

width

depth

area sqm

Row stand

Corner stand (with 1 corner)

End of row stand (with 2 corners)

Block stand (with 4 corners)

Contact Person
First Name, Surname

Ready installed systems

Position

We are interested in a ready-installed stand system. Please provide us information.

Preferred Environment
Design & Structures

Infrastructure & Operations

Materials & Manufacturing

Innovative Mobility

Components & Systems
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Organiser / Contact

Mobile

IGF Innovative Global Fairs GmbH
Stresemannallee 31
60596 Frankfurt/Main
Germany

Fax

T +49 (0) 69 27 40 03 15
M +49 (0) 174 6 14 81 31

Email

info@airtec.aero
www.airtec.aero

Phone

Exhibition B2B Meetings Conference Workshops

Organiser / Contact

Date

IGF Innovative Global Fairs GmbH
Stresemannallee 31
60596 Frankfurt/Main
Germany

October 14 – 16, 2019

T +49 (0) 69 27 40 03 15
M +49 (0) 174 6 14 81 31
info@airtec.aero
www.airtec.aero

Venue
MTC Munich
Building 1
Taunusstraße 45 / Ingolstädter Straße
80807 Munich
Germany

0905 14052019 PD Burnthebunny

Interested? Book your booth now!

